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Deutscher Wetterdienst

NWP History at DWD
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Deutscher WetterdienstPreparations for NWP in the 1950ies

 DWD experience in NWP dates back to "the early fifties with

manual integration of a quasigeostrophic model". (*)

 "A group of scientists with K. Hinkelmann as a spiritus rector

began around 1950 to consider methods to improve synoptic

forecasting practice by numerical integration (…)". (*)

 "Following the ideas of Rossby, Charney and others (…) this

group (…) designed a baroclinic multilevel quasigeostrophic

model for manual integration and first experiments with actual

weather data were performed in 1952/53". (*)

 It has to be mentioned that the pioneering work by Charney, 

Fjørtoft and von Neumann from 1950 reached Germany only

about 2 years (!) later, due to the aftermath of World War II. (**)
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(*) Quotations from: H. Reiser: Development of NWP in the Deutscher Wetterdienst, in: "50th Anniversary of Numerical Weather Prediction", 

Commemorative Symposium, 9-10 March 2000, Book of Lectures.

(**) Deutscher Wetterdienst, "Annalen der Meteorologie", Bd. 24, Gedächtniskolloquium für K.H. Hinkelmann am 14. Mai 1987 in Mainz. 

URN: http://nbn-resolving.de/urn:nbn:de:101:1-201708172452.



Deutscher WetterdienstNecessary Hardware

 "(…) these activities were effectively supported by the Air Research and

Development Command of the US-Air Force; these projects enabled the

employment of additional staff, the acquisition of more electro-

mechanical desk calculators and later on renting of machine time". (*)

 "For the purpose of relaxation the inhomogeneous terms (…) were
recorded as grid point values in the order (k,i,j) on a large 

transparent paper (…) of a special relaxation table and serving as a 
main storage.„ (*)

 Limitations also of later hardware were already recognizable: 

 limited main storage; 

 low memory bandwidth; 

 cpu speed questionable; Flop/s were not recorded.

 Luckily, hardware as well as models became more sophisticated in the

future.
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Deutscher WetterdienstModel Generations
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Year

Global Regional

Model Δx (km) # Levels Model Δx (km) Area

1966 BTP 381 1

1967 BKL 381 5

1978 BKF 254 9

1991 GM 190 19 Europa 55 Europe GM ( ECMWF IFS): only model not 

developed by DWD

1993 Deutschland 14 Germany

1999 GME 60 31 COSMO 7 Central Europe COSMO: non-hydrostatic dynamical core

GME: global icosahedral grid

2002-04 GME 40 40 COSMO-EU 7 Europe

2007-10 GME 30 60 COSMO-DE 2.8 Germany regional convection-permitting

2011-12 GME 20 60 COSMO-DE-EPS 2.8 Germany

2015 ICON 13 90 global non-hydrostatic dynamical core

2018 COSMO-D2(-EPS) 2.2 Central Europe

2021 ICON-D2(-EPS) 2.1 Central Europe triangular grid for regional applications



Deutscher WetterdienstModel Generations: Some Facts

 From 1991 to 1999 DWD used the IFS from ECMWF (just named: GM). This 

was the only model, not developed at DWD.

 But during the 1990ies new models were developed:

GME was the first operational global NWP model using an icosahedral grid.

COSMO was the first operational regional model using a non-hydrostatic

dynamical core.

 Both developments were combined later in the development of ICON 

(ICOsahedral Non-hydrostatic) global model.

 We also are running DACE (Data Assimilation Code Environment): a common

framework for data assimilation and forecast verification against observations.
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 After its introduction, COSMO was used and further developed by the „COnsortium for Small-scale MOdelling“

 ICON is a joined development by DWD and the Max-Planck-Institute for Meteorology in Hamburg.



Deutscher WetterdienstDWD Computers 1966-2021
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Deutscher WetterdienstDWD Computers: Some Facts

 While in the first years DWD‘s computing

center was a rather „steady state“, it

became more lively in the last decades: 

several vendors; different processor

architectures (RISC, POWER, Vector, 
x86).

 Changing the vendor / architecture did
not require a major rewrite of the models

but only minor adaptations.

 All codes have been written in a 
vectorized fashion, but are able to run on 

a variety of platforms.
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 Thus they are not „highly optimized“ for a special architecture, which results in a loss of performance

e.g. on x86. But we saved a lot of manpower when changing computers.

Historic Sketch from 2002: COSMO countries and their computers: IBM, NEC, SGI, Convex



Deutscher Wetterdienst

New Hardware at DWD:

NEC SX-Aurora Tsubasa
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Deutscher WetterdienstProcurement in 2019

 When doing a procurement, we provide benchmarks based on our

models and ask for a certain computing power.

 In 2019 we planned an upgrade by a factor of about 3 in a first phase

(compared to our former Cray XC-40).

 In a second phase, an additional upgrade was desired, but it was left
to the vendor, how much could be delivered within the financial limits

(58 M€ for 2019-2023).

 The contract should cover

 servers for the models and for pre- and postprocessing

(operational / research);

 data servers and storage systems (operational / research);

 (smaller) compute server and storage system for the Military 

Service.
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DWD throughout Germany

 For desaster backup the research system must not be installed in Offenbach, 

but in a different location (Ludwigshafen).



Deutscher WetterdienstAnd the Winner is…

NEC with SX-Aurora Tsubasa

 NEC offered a duplication of performance in Phase 2 (total upgrade factor of 6.0). Competitors were way
below 5.

 At the same time, SX-Aurora Tsubasa has the lowest power consumption. Typical power expected for

Phase 2 is 777 kW. Competitors were between 899 and 1060 kW (with lower upgrade factor).

 From the latest Green500 list (November 2021; Phase 1): 2 entries for SX-Aurora Tsubasa, NEC, 

Deutscher Wetterdienst (Research and Operational Cluster)
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Rank in

Green 500

Rank in

TOP 500

#cores Rmax

(TFlop/s)

Rpeak

(TFlop/s)

Power

(kW)

Efficiency

(GFlops/W)

54 119 18,688 3,870.1 5,605.6 648 5.972

55 141 14,336 3,250.4 4,282.1 565 5.752



Deutscher Wetterdienst

Building block of the NEC vector system is a node, which consists of

 a vector host (VH): scalar CPU (24-core AMD Rome; 2.8 GHz; 256 
GB memory)

 8 vector engines (VE): SX-Aurora 1 TSUBASA Typ 10AE ( PCIe

card) with

SX-Aurora Tsubasa
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Phase # Members Operational Research Avail

able
required offered VH VE Cores VH VE Cores

0 49 > 49 178 1424 11392 232 1856 14848 12/2019

1 132..147 161 224 1792 14336 292 2336 18688 12/2020

2 ---- 294 325 2600 20800 424 3392 27136 12/2022

 8 vector cores: 1.5 GHz; 304.1 GF/s (DP); 608.3 GF/s (SP) per core

 48 GB HBM2 3D-stacked memory (6 GB / core; 1.35 TB/s bandwidth)

 Computing power is measured by number of members in an ICON Ensemble (48 hour forecast in less than

990 seconds.

Source: NEC



Deutscher WetterdienstCriticism of the Procurement

 By using our own models as benchmarks, only computers will be offered, on which the models are running.

 In our procurement we did not explicitely exclude GPU based machines. But a porting of the models to the
offered architecture was required by the vendor. Which nobody did (of course).

 For now this is not a problem, because the NEC SX-Aurora perfectly suits our current needs. 

 But what about the next procurement? How do we prepare the models for different architectures?
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Deutscher Wetterdienst

The Current Models

COSMO and ICON
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Deutscher Wetterdienst

 For more than 20 years the regional COSMO-Model was used at DWD to compute forecasts over Germany 

and mid-Europe. It still is used in about 30 national weather services world-wide.

 At DWD it has been replaced with ICON-LAM (limited area mode) on 10th of February 2021. Some partners

already started to migrate their operational workload also to ICON-LAM.

 About 10 years ago Switzerland started to investigate implementation of the COSMO-Model on GPUs 
(supported by the Swiss National Supercomputing Center CSCS). In the following years there were also (little) 

contributions from the italian weather service and DWD.

 In February 2019 the first official COSMO-Model version was released which could run on GPUs.

 The implementation approach was twofold:

Rewrite of the dynamical core by newly developed domain specific language: GRIDTOOLS.

Most other parts of the code was ported using OpenACC.

 Not the full model was ported, only parts that are used for operational production at MeteoSwiss and in Italy, 

which are running on GPU clusters.

BUT: The COSMO-Model now is history.
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Deutscher WetterdienstICON Modelling Framework

Started as a project between DWD (NWP) and the Max-Planck-Institute for

Meterology (climate)

 Nonhydrostatic dynamical core on icosahedral-triangular Arakawa-C grid with

mass-related quantities at cell circumcenters.

 Local mass conservation and mass-consistent transport

 Two-way nesting with capability for multiple overlapping nests.

 Limited-area mode available.

 Available components: NWP, climate, ocean, land.

 At the moment 2 different physics packages for NWP and climate mode.

 Runs in global NWP mode at DWD since January 2015 and in limited-area 

mode since February 2021.
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Deutscher WetterdienstICON Partners

Other development partners now are

 DKRZ: German climate computing center

 KIT: Karlsruhe Institute for Technology: provides the ART module (Aerosols, 

Reactive Trace gases and pollen)

 C2SM: Center for Climate Systems Modelling at ETH Zürich

Quite some parts of ICON are already ported to GPUs (only using OpenACC). 

Work is done mainly by CSCS and MeteoSwiss. But also supported by DKRZ, 
MPI-M and DWD.
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Deutscher Wetterdienst

Work Planned for ICON
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Deutscher WetterdienstCurrent Work at DWD (NWP)
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Project SINFONY: Seamless INtegrated FOrecastiNg sYstem

 DWD developes a forecasting system for the shortest range (0-12 hours). It shall provide a seamless forecast
of the atmospheric state and severe weather phenomena (thunderstorms, precipitating cells).
(https://www.dwd.de/DE/research/researchprogramme/sinfony_iafe/sinfony_start_en.html).

 It is planned to develop new combined products between nowcasting

and NWP to provide new forecast products for up to 12 hours.

 The new NWP system will be based on an ICON-LAM ensemble

with very high resolution (2 km with a 1 km nest included) and

associated dat assimilation.

 The products will be updated hourly by a Rapid-Update-Cycle.

very high resolution + ensemble + hourly update  needs enormous CPU power

https://www.dwd.de/DE/research/researchprogramme/sinfony_iafe/sinfony_start_en.html


Deutscher WetterdienstICON Projects for Climate Simulations

EXCLAIM: Extreme scale computing and data platform for cloud-resolving weather and climate modeling)

 Swiss interdisciplinary open ETHZ project that aims to develop an ICON-model based infrastructure capable of
running kilometer-scale climate simulations.

 Requires innovative coding concepts (DSLs, python framework, …)

 Brings together computer scientists with data and domain experts.

 Running from 2021 to 2027. See: https://exclaim.ethz.ch

(Pre-)Warmworld (see: https://warmworld.de) (Max-Planck-Institut for Meteorology, Hamburg, and partners)

 Development of a coupled climate model based on ICON running on a scale of at least 2.5 km with a 

throughput of 0.5 simulated years per day and acceptable quality.

 Delivery of an open-source version of a coupled, refactored ICON system, to allow for scalable developments.

 Project submitted to the German Federal Ministry for Education and Research.
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km-scale global simulations + 0.5 SYPD  needs exascale power

https://exclaim.ethz.ch/
https://warmworld.de/


Deutscher WetterdienstFurther ICON Projects

ICON-Seamless: 

 NWP plus climate forecasting with ICON-A-O-L and Data Assimilation.

 Initiated by the directors of DWD, MPI-M, KIT and DKRZ in October 2020.

 Expert Groups (Atmosphere, Ocean, Land, Data Assimilation) started work in 12/2020.

ICON-Consolidated: Software Redesign (Interfaces and Structures)

 Interface Redesign Workshop in Q4/2021

 Software Concept Design Workshop in Q4/2021

Technical Projects already running:    („Computer Science“ Projects)

 PASC-ENIAC: (CH) Enabling the ICON model on heteorogeneous architectures.

 COSMO PP IMPACT: ICON on Massively Parallel Architectures.

 IAFE-GPU: DWD project to support ICON and Data Assimilation implementation on GPUs
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Deutscher Wetterdienst

On the Rocky Road to Exascale
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Deutscher WetterdienstHardware and Programming Paradigms

Mostly accepted: For Exascale you need the next generation of supercomputers:

 Usually at NWP or climate centers we are always a bit nervous about that, because we only have few computer
scientists engaged (although the number is growing), but up to now we always managed to handle that.

 In the late 90ies some of our centers were the first to use distributed memory parallel computers for mission

critical operations. By that time MPI was already the standard for message passing.

Often propagated: For Exascale you need new / different programming paradigms and / or languagues:

 Our programming model up to now: Fortran / C + MPI + OpenMP (for CPU) + OpenACC (for GPU)

 And here our headache starts:

 In the past Fortran + OpenACC only worked on NVIDIA GPUs; Compiler for AMD GPUs are still under

development. Cray cce the first one to produce code with acceptabe performance?

New DSLs are developed and promoted. They might offer a solution, but are not yet accepted by the main

developers (at least at DWD: and developments for the dynamical core for example are only done at DWD).

Future changes sure are much more disruptive than what we have seen before.
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Deutscher WetterdienstConclusions

 DWD‘s operational NWP suite is now running on an energy-efficient powerful vector architecture.

 Today, exascale computing is not a big issue for NWP, but sure for climate applications.

Technical changes to the codes are necessary to exploit new computer architectures.

To do so, we have the wish for a useable, consolidated programming model, which works on a variety of

platforms.

And to really benefit from global km-scaled simulations („convection-permitting“), also substantial 

development work on the physics package has to be done in the next years.

 Exascale Projects have to tackle both:

The technical aspects of implementation.

The improvement of the model for very high resolutions.

 For ICON, work is on the way. Please keep your fingers crossed!
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It is difficult to predict,

especially the future…

Thank you very much

for your attention!


